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NEW QUESTION 30

Which TWO statements are true about the Oracle Zero Downtime command line? (Choose all correct answers)

*  The zdmeli migrate database command can be run with no options as long as all the information is correctly specified in Zero

Downtime Migration&#8217;s (ZDM) response file.

*  When the source database is a single instance database deployed on a non-Grid Infrastructure environment, the sourcesid option

should be used to specify the database name.

*  Upon executing the zdmcli, migrate database command, the only way to track the status of the migration is by querying the ZDM

service using the provided job ID.

*  The -sourcedb option is the only valid option to indicate the source database name.

NEW QUESTION 31

Which TWO methods should you use when migrating a target database with different endianness than the source database? (Choose

all correct answers)

*  RMAN DUPLICATE
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*  RMAN Transportable Tablespaces with Data Pump

*  RMAN CONVERT

*  RMAN RESTORE from target

NEW QUESTION 32

Which type of Zero Downtime Migration (ZDM) can you use for Inflight Upgrade?

*  Both Physical and Logical Migration is supported.

*  ZDM does not support Inflight Upgrade.

*  Logical Migration only

*  Physical Migration only

NEW QUESTION 33

What are the constraints of using transportable tablespaces? (Choose two.)

*  The source and target database versions must match.

*  The source and target time zone versions must match.

*  The source and target platforms must match.

*  The source and target character sets must match.

NEW QUESTION 34

Which file types can be imported using SQL Developer Web?

*  All of the options

*  Excel

*  AVRO

*  CSV Delimited

*  JSPN

NEW QUESTION 35

You are trying to load a denormalized target table C and the source attributes come from table A and Table B in Oracle Data

Integrator (ODI). Which statement is true?

*  A mapping can have only one source and one target. You need to create 2 mappings to load target C.

*  You can join table A and table B, as required by the data model and load target C in a Single mapping

*  You are required to do inner join between table A and table B in order to load target C.

*  You are required to do outer join between table A and table B in order to load target C.

NEW QUESTION 36

Which TWO methods are supported by Oracle Zero Downtime Migration (ZDM) for migrating onpremises databases to

Autonomous Database? (Choose all correct answers)

*  Logical online or offline migration using a database link

*  Logical online or offline migration using OCI Object Storage

*  Physical online or offline migration using OCI Object Storage

*  Physical online or offline migration using a database link

NEW QUESTION 37

Which four Oracle database version are supported for source databases when migrating with Oracle Zero Downtime Migration?
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(Choose all correct answers)

*  Oracle Database 11g Release 2 ( 11.2.0.3 )

*  Oracle Database 10 g Release 2

*  Oracle Database 12c Release 2 ( 12.2.0.1 )

*  Oracle Database 11g Release 2 ( 11.2.0.4 )

*  Oracle Database 19

*  Oracle Database 12c Release 1 ( 12.1.0.2)

NEW QUESTION 38

Which are TWO benefits of Extract-Load-Transform (ELT) over traditional Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) architectures? (Choose

all correct answers)

*  ELT architecture reduces the amount of network traffic over traditional ETL tools, which use a dedicated server.

*  ELT architecture can easily become a bottleneck by placing excessive loads on the target servers.

*  ELT architecture does not require dedicated hardware and leverages native data management engines, such as Big Data and

RDBMs.

*  Traditional ETL tools use a dedicated server, which provides better performance as it can be sized to any workload.

NEW QUESTION 39

You have a security requirement within your organization to separate your resources. There is a team that supports each resource

and they are not allowed access to the other resources.

Which security control with Oracle Cloud Infrastructure meets this requirement?

*  Tagging

*  Federation

*  Compartments and Policies

*  Key Management

NEW QUESTION 40

You have executed the mappings with Change Data Capture ( CDC ) on the source data store and you are now going through the

code in the operator log for debugging. Which two tables or view do you need to inspect in the database to see whether the CDC

process is writing changed data or not in Oracle Data Integration ( ODI )? (Choose all correct answers)

*  JV$D view

*  J$ table

*  JV$ view

*  JW$ view

NEW QUESTION 41

Which autonomous database types are available on Oracle Cloud? (Choose three.)

*  Autonomous Relation Database System

*  Autonomous Data Warehouse

*  Autonomous Streams

*  Autonomous Transaction Processing

*  Autonomous JSON Database

NEW QUESTION 42
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Which type of checks is NOT supported by Oracle Data Integrator (ODI)?

*  conditions

*  keys

*  references

*  mandatory attributes

*  business rule

NEW QUESTION 43

Which Oracle Database Cloud Service takes care of all routine database tasks ensuring higher performance, reliability, security, and

operational efficiency?

*  Oracle Exadata

*  Oracle 19c

*  Oracle MySQL Cloud Service

*  Oracle Autonomous Database

NEW QUESTION 44

In case of migration using the RMAN DUPLICATE command, which file do you use to specify the location of the Database Wallet?

*  TNSNAMES.ORA

*  SQLNET.ORA

*  WALLET.ORA

*  LISTENER.ORA

NEW QUESTION 45

You have decided to use Oracle Data Integrator (ODI) on Marketplace to load data from an onpremises Oracle Database to

Autonomous Database on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). Which TWO methods can be used to connect to the on-premises

Oracle Database from OCI? (Choose all correct answers)

*  Oracle directory

*  VPN Connect

*  Terminal service

*  Fast connect

NEW QUESTION 46

When integrating data from multiple sources into a Data Warehouse schema, you want to check a length constraint that you have

imposed on one of the target columns before the rows arrive in the target table. All the rows that do not pass this quality check will

have to be isolated in error tables. For this, you have chosen an Integration Knowledge Module (IKM) that supports flow control.

You have also chosen the value raue for this parameter to enable this check. At compile time, you see that Oracle Data Integrator

(ODI) throws an error and the execution cannot start. What is the reason?

*  Primary key was not defined on the target table.

*  The Check Knowledge Module was not set in the physical design.

*  The integration type was not set in the logical design.

*  There were no rows compliant with imposed constraint.

NEW QUESTION 47

What is the managed chatbot service of Oracle Cloud called?

*  Digital Bot
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*  Digital Integration

*  Digital Support

*  Digital Assistant
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